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Graphical Abstract

Abstract

Magnetite has shown some promise as a biomedical material and antibacterial agent; however the benefits are normally only realized when it is used in combination with other metals or drugs. Unfunctionalized magnetite may be a biocompatible alternative. This report discusses the synthesis and potent antibacterial activity, with low associated mammalian organ toxicity, of nanomagnetite particles. Magnetite (Fe₃O₄) nanoparticles were electrochemically prepared in a green surfactant-free, closed water loop system. These materials, characterized by X-ray diffraction, FTIR, and vibrational magnetometry, also appear contaminated with Fe-O-O-H functionalities. This physical characterization is accompanied by a computational investigation of truncated clusters showing that a magnetite-derived cluster of 7 iron atoms is a sufficient model to generate the vibrational frequencies experimentally observed in magnetite using DFT calculations. The nanoparticles, evaluated for antibiotic activity, were shown to have minimum inhibitory concentrations of 2.8 and 2.0 µg/mL against *E. coli* and *S. aureus* respectively. This is both a 100-fold lower concentration than the human cytotoxic dose determined by an MTT assay and is
also comparable to the effective dose of traditional antibiotics. A dose-dependent decrease in catalase activity and an increase in the levels of lipid peroxidation suggests that these nanoparticles act through damaging the anti-oxidant systems in cells. However, renal and hepatic damage was only observed at daily doses (2 weeks) of 100 μg/mL and higher. This significant therapeutic window suggests that these materials might prove useful as potential complementary therapeutics in the future.

Keywords: nanomagnetite; antibiotic; density functional theory; electrochemical synthesis.

1. Introduction:
In recent years magnetite (Fe₃O₄) nanomaterials have drawn significant biomedical interest. The ability to control size and dispersity through careful tuning of the synthetic parameters, along with their unique superparamagnetic properties and low toxicity make them highly promising materials for applications in hyperthermic therapy, targeted drug-delivery, contrast agents for magnetic resonance imaging, cell separation, and immunoassays.[1-10] There are many ways to prepare nanomagnetite particles including using sol-gels,[11] hydrothermal approaches,[12] solid state milling,[13] wet milling,[14] pyrolysis,[15] and microemulsion formation.[16] However, electrochemistry is a particularly promising production method, as it requires no complex sample preparation.[17, 18] Furthermore, this approach allows for simple control of the particle size, and hence its properties, by adjusting the current density, the distance between the electrodes and/or the voltage potential. A preferred iteration of this strategy is to dispense with the surfactants that are often employed to provide a more uniform dispersity of materials and prevent micro-aggregation. These surfactants, often difficult to fully remove following synthesis, are, due to their very nature, toxic to biological systems at moderate concentrations and can also physically encapsulate other
impurities. The surfactant-free synthesis of nanoparticles has been reported,[19, 20] but to the best of our knowledge, no studies have examined the effect of the reaction pH on the resulting materials. We have previously shown that the syntheses of nanomagnetite nanoparticles can be accomplished using a closed-water loop, without the need for inert carrier gases.[21] In that study we reported our efforts in tuning the properties of the nanoparticles by simply changing the distance between the electrodes. We then examined the cytotoxicity of our nanoparticles using a standard colourometric toxicity assay employing 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide, the MTT assay, and demonstrated that they show no appreciable toxicity at doses as high as 200 µg/mL. However, the mechanism of cytotoxicity was not investigated. The experimental and theoretical XRD analysis of those particles also suggested the presence of Fe-O-O-H functional groups, and this raises the possibility that these materials act through initiating an oxidative damage cascade. These functionalities are not accessible on the surface of core-shell iron oxide nanoparticles. In these standard formulations, the iron oxide core is coated with a silica, other metal, organic, or other coating insulating the core from interaction with the environment.[22, 23] The presence of these reactive functionalities on the surface of our proposed systems might provide the nanoparticles with interesting biological activity. This result required further investigation, especially as they might prove to be potential non-classical antibiotics.

Antibiotic resistance is a growing challenge to public health world-wide.[24] As improper use and over-reliance on these medications has increased, a growing number of highly resistant “super-bugs” have been identified. The search for new chemical antibiotics has slowed over recent decades, and having a non-traditional option might prove to be very useful in the future.[25] Iron oxide nanoparticles have been proposed to be excellent potential candidates, and have been investigated for this application, but
always in combination with other materials.[26, 27] They have almost always been used as coated nanoparticles,[28] and on their own have not been found to inhibit culture growth except at quite high concentrations,[29] or have required the presence of another metal like silver.[26, 30] Our current materials are not capped with an organic surfactant. Due to the presence of the oxidative impurities that result from our synthesis and their small size,[31] they appear to be reasonably stable to aggregation; no microscopic particle formation or turbidity is observed upon standing for several weeks. E. coli (gram negative) and S. aureus (gram positive) are two of the best studied microbes and are excellent model organisms for more dangerous bacterial pathogens,[32] and consequently make excellent model organisms.

Consequently, we wish to report our studies into the effect of pH on nanomagnetite synthesis and a more detailed computational model of magnetite. In addition, we wish to discuss our investigations into the antibacterial potential of these materials, and our preliminary studies into their mechanism of toxicity and their effect on renal and hepatic health.

2. Material and Methods:

2.1 General experimental information:

Iron (II) sulfate heptahydrate (FeSO$_4$·7H$_2$O, Sigma-Aldrich) and sodium hydroxide (Sigma-Aldrich) were analytical grade and used as received without further purification. The DU145 human adenocarcinoma cell line was purchased from the Pasteur Institute (Iran). X-ray powder diffraction was carried out on a D8 Advance X’Pert X-Ray diffractometer (Bruker). Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy was done on a JASCO 640 plus machine (4000-400 cm$^{-1}$) at room temperature using KBr pellets. Vibrating magnetometry was analyzed using a Kavir Precise Magnetic instrument (MDKFT,
Field emission scanning electron microscopy was carried out using a Mira 3-XMU instrument capable of 700,000x magnification.

2.2 Nanoparticle synthesis:

The magnetite nanoparticles were synthesized using our previously published green surfactant-free electrochemical method. [21] This protocol requires no inert gas and is accomplished in a closed water loop system at ambient temperatures and pressures. A solution of iron (II) sulfate, under basic conditions, is induced to form nanoparticles on the surface of steel plates placed within a constant electric field. In the present study, the precise nature of the particles was tuned by changing the pH of the reaction solution using NaOH. Particles were prepared at three different pHs, 10.00, 12.30, and 13.00. All three conditions provided black precipitates that were then analyzed to determine the effect that alkalinity has on particle size and nature. We have previously published the data from the pH=13.00 sample in a study on the effect of electrode spacing on the properties of the nanoparticles. [21] The data is included here for comparison purposes, and to highlight the importance of pH on these same properties.

Additional details are provided in the SI.

2.3 Computational methodology:

The computational calculations for our proposed iron oxide clusters (Fe₄, Fe₅, Fe₇, and Fe₉) were performed using the Gaussian 09 suite of programs. [33] Additional details are provided in the SI.

2.4 Ethics review:
The following biological research was all approved by the ethics board at the University of Zabol (Ref:2-8-93). The animal studies were conducted following the guidelines of the Animal Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Zabol, Zabol, Iran (Ref:2-8-93). All animal treatment was carried out in a humane fashion in compliance with both institutional and EU Directive 2010/63/EU requirements.

2.5 Antibacterial assay:

The determination of the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) was carried out in 96-well plates using serial dilutions of a stock of sonicated 3000MP Ultrasonic Homogenizer nanoparticles (those prepared as above at pH =13) according to the standard protocol.[34] Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus were prepared from human diagnostic laboratories and identified using standard bacteriological methods.[35] Additional details are provided in the SI.

2.6 Animal studies:

All weights are dry weights. Adult male Wistar rats (190-210 g) obtained from the Laboratory Animal Center University of Zabol were used in this study. Rats were randomly divided into four groups (n =10). The control group was given 1 ml of distilled water using the oral gavage technique once a day for 14 days. The second group was treated with 1 mL of nanomagnetite solution (10 ppm/ml/day) once a day, for 14 days. The third group received 1 mL of nanomagnetite solution (100 ppm/ml/day) once a day, for 14 days. The fourth group received 1 mL of nanomagnetite solution (1000 ppm/ml/day) once a day, for 14 days. At the end of the feeding schedule (14 days) the animals were sacrificed by cervical dislocation and the blood samples
were collected from the heart and centrifuged (3000 rpm for 5 min) to recover the serum. The serum was then immediately frozen at −80 ºC until needed for the assays detailed in the supporting material and described below.

3. Results and Discussion:

3.1 Description of Fe$_3$O$_4$ molecular structure:

In the spinel form (Figure 1), the oxygen ions of Fe$_3$O$_4$ have a close packed orientation along the [1 1 1] direction and this separates adjacent Fe ion layers into two different arrangements (Figure 1b). In the first arrangement Fe ions are present in both octahedral (Fe$_{\text{oct}}$) and tetrahedral (Fe$_{\text{tet}}$) geometries; in the other layer, all of the Fe ions adopt the Fe$_{\text{oct}}$ orientation.[36] As shown in Figure 1c, each unit cell is composed of four rhombohedral primitive cells. This is a far more complicated structure than that of other forms of iron oxide such as Fe$_2$O$_3$, and FeO; Fe$_3$O$_4$ has iron ions in mixed valence and is better described by the formula Fe$_{\text{tet}}^{3+}$Fe$_{\text{oct}}^{2+}$Fe$_{\text{oct}}^{3+}$O$_4$. 
Figure 1. In all images, iron is represented as blue, and oxygen as red. a) Visualization of the magnetite supercell represented by a ball and stick model together with dot surfaces representing the outer surfaces of atoms; b) Ball and stick model of the cubic unit cell showing the tetrahedral Fe atoms in turquoise, and the octahedral Fe atoms in blue. Layer A is indicated using balls for the atoms; layer B represents the atoms as the points of intersection of the tubes; c) A top down view of the same cluster as in b). Two primitive unit cells are outlined in bright green. Quantum chemically calculated lowest energy structures and the optimized geometry for our selected clusters: Fe₄ (d), Fe₅ (e), Fe₇ (f), Fe₇(H); which is the same core structure as Fe⁷, but with two additional hydrogens (on the top right), imitating the surface of nanomagnetite rather than a sample from the core of a particle (g), Fe⁹ (h), and a diprotonated Fe⁹(H) (i). a) was prepared with VESTA, b and c were prepared using MOE, and d-i are Gaussview visualizations of the optimized structures. Fe⁴ and Fe⁵ were optimized using DFT theory, while Fe⁷ and Fe⁹ were optimized using a semi-empirical PM6 method.

In our recent report, we disclosed the density functional theory derived structures of four (Fe⁴) and five (Fe⁵) iron-atom magnetite clusters.[21] Earlier reports have discussed the geometry and electronic structure of simple magnetite model clusters.
containing 1-3 iron atoms.[37-40] However, as magnetite contains three distinct iron atoms in non-equal amounts, these earlier magnetite models are possibly insufficient for properly defining the nature of the material. Although we extrapolated certain physical parameters from these calculations, the complexity of magnetite might not have been sufficiently accurately modelled using our singlet Fe5 system. This became important especially when we saw a significant improvement in the quality of the predicted vibrational spectrum for the Fe5 vs the Fe4 system. We wish to report the results from our optimized structures at different spin multiplicities, and the extension of our work to higher order complexes with 7 (Fe7) or 9 (Fe9) iron atoms, both with and without surface hydrogen atoms (Figure 1c-h).

Our previously reported Fe4 and Fe5 clusters were initially reoptimized at higher-spin states (M = 15, 17, and 19) using unrestricted B3LYP exchange-correlation functionals at the 6-31G** and/or 6-311++G** level of theory (Table 1).

Table 1. Calculated relative energies (selective results), Fe-Fe bond lengths, total spin representing the amount of spin contaminations, and full magnetic spin momentum of the various magnetite clusters discussed in this report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>Total spin &lt;S^2&gt;</th>
<th>ΔE(B3LYP) and/or ΔE(PM6) relative to lowest E system (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>Fe-Fe bond length (Å)</th>
<th>Full magnetic spin momentum (2[S(S+1)]^{1/2}) (μB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>72.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>2.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.69</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14.71</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.17</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14.25</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The lowest Fe$_4$ energy structure corresponded to a high-spin state of the cluster, (multiplicity, $M = 17$), while the lowest energy for Fe$_5$ was obtained with $M = 19$, both with negligible spin contaminations. The calculated interatomic Fe–Fe bonds lengths for these optimized structures, were 3.04 Å and 2.93 Å, respectively. The interatomic Fe–Fe distances in the Fe$_5$ cluster at both low ($M = 1$) spin and high spin states ($M = 19$) are a good match with the shortest Fe–Fe bond length in the bulk magnetite (2.96 Å). This protonated Fe$_5$ cluster consequently continues to represent a good model of the nanomagnetite surface.

For the larger systems, Fe$_7$ and Fe$_9$, due to the complexity of the system, the DFT self-consistency procedure did not converge. Consequently, we resorted to optimizing these clusters using the semiempirical quantum-chemical method, PM6, with both restricted wavefunctions (RHF) and unrestricted wavefunctions (UHF). Although these semiempirical methods are not considered as accurate as DFT, for these highly organized systems the difference is generally minimal: recently, for a three-iron minimal magnetite cluster it was found that both PM6 and DFT yielded similar results.[40] Our comparison of the DFT and PM6 (data not shown) simulations of the Fe$_4$ and Fe$_5$ systems supports this result. The total energies, $\Delta E_{\text{tot}}$, of the Fe$_7$ and Fe$_9$ clusters at different spin multiplicities ($M$) of the electronic state were calculated. For both Fe$_7$ and Fe$_9$, three energy minima were found by the PM6 method and in both cases the lowest energy state was found at $M=5$. The next lowest energy Fe$_7$ and Fe$_9$ structures corresponded to the spin-state of $M = 7$ structures and lie 2.1 and 1.8 kcal/mol higher in energy respectively. For paramagnetic systems, the accuracy of the calculations also depends on the degree of spin contamination. As with the energy, the spin contamination was lower at $M = 5$ state than in the $M =7$ system. Thus, both the energy calculation and spin contamination
parameters converged on the same solution. These $M = 5$ Fe7 and Fe9 clusters form promising preliminary models for expansion into larger magnetite model clusters of Fe$_3$O$_4$.

The surface of our nanomagnetite is functionalized with hydroxyl groups. To reflect this feature of the nanoparticle surface, we also optimized cluster models, Fe7(H) and Fe9(H), in which the valences of some of the terminal Fe-O functionalities were capped with hydrogens (Figure S1). It does not appear that the system is greatly distorted by the presence or absence of these protons. The Fe-Fe bond length is, however, calculated to be a bit shorter in these hydrogenated clusters. These appear to be good minimum clusters for acting as the theoretical model for Fe$_3$O$_4$, magnetite, and could prove useful for further advanced DFT-based and ab initio analysis of these systems in the future. With these calculations in hand, we compared our results to the experimental characterization.

3.2 Magnetic and Physical Characterization:

The materials were first examined by powder XRD (Figure 2a). The Bragg peaks at 2θ values of 30.5° (2 2 0), 35.9° (3 1 1), 37° (2 2 2), 43.5° (4 0 0), 57.3° (5 1 1), 63.1° (4 4 0) and 74.1° (5 3 3) are the expected signals from Fe$_3$O$_4$.[41] However, like in our previous study, peaks due to FeOOH can also be observed.[42] This contamination appears to be an inevitable byproduct of our electrochemical synthetic process, and may be responsible for some of their biological activity. As in our previous report, the experimental XRD plot is compared with the theoretical XRD derived from our computational model, shown in Figure 2b along with the calculated spectra of two other iron oxides, Fe$_2$O$_3$, and FeO (Figure 2c-d). This highlights the complex nature of the spectrum derived from the mixed valence Fe$_3$O$_4$ compared with other iron oxides, and
also strongly suggests that neither of these other two materials is present in our nanoparticles as significant contaminants.

Figure 2. Experimental and calculated Powder XRD spectra of the iron magnetite nanoparticles. a) XRD spectra of the nanomagnetite prepared in this study at the different pHs, Bragg peaks due to magnetite (●) and peroxide-functionalized iron (◼) are labelled; b) Calculated XRD of nanomagnetite, spectrum has been truncated at low and high angles to match the experimental results for easy comparison; c) Calculated XRD of nanohematite (Fe₂O₃); d) Calculated XRD of nanowüstite (FeO). All plotted spectra were derived from calculations made with VESTA.

The average diameters of the nanocrystals were extracted using the Scherer formula

\[
D_{h,k,l} = \frac{0.9\lambda}{\beta h,k,l \cos \theta},
\]

where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength (\( \lambda = 1.542 \) Å, CuKα source); \( \beta \) is the peak width at half height of the signal and \( \theta \) is the diffraction angle) using the (3 1 1) plane reflection from the XRD pattern (Table 2).[43]
Table 2. Size of the prepared nanoparticles synthesized as a function of \( pH \) as determined by XRD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nanoparticle</th>
<th>( pH )</th>
<th>Nanoparticle average diameter (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>12.30</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the pH increases, nanoparticle diameter decreases. We have previously observed that smaller particles are representative of a slower reaction, which initiates more nucleation sites, and hence more, but smaller, particles;[21] this appears to suggest that as the pH increases, the rate of reaction is slowed. Furthermore, as we increased the concentration of OH, the crystallinity of the product appears to decrease.

Fourier transform IR analysis was performed to determine if the precise nanostructured formulation affects the spectrum (Figure 3).
Figure 3. a) Transmittance FTIR spectrum of synthesized sample a (pH = 13.00). No baseline correction was applied, transmittance minima are labelled; b) Calculated FTIR spectrum of our Fe5, M = 1 simulation (reproduced with permission from reference [10]); c) Calculated FTIR spectrum of our Fe5, M = 17 simulation; d) Calculated FTIR spectrum of our Fe7, M = 5 simulation. For the simulated spectra, blue lines are the calculated vibrations, the black curve represents the linear combination of these values. Vibrational regions are labelled for convenience; note that due to the small size of the cluster in B and C, a larger proportion of hydroxyl groups are present, these very strong O-H stretches at high wavenumbers are not expected in the experimental spectrum. These peaks are completely lacking from D where no hydrogen atoms are included in the cluster. Simulated spectra were produced using GaussView 5.0.9 setting the IR peak Half-Width at Half Height value to 25 cm⁻¹ to generate the spectra (black lines) from the calculated vibrations.

There was no significant difference between the FTIR spectra of the three samples, and the FTIR of sample c is provided as Figure 3a. The broad band at 3440 cm⁻¹ is
consistent with an O-H stretching vibration from either O-H or O-O-H surface functionalization. The bending mode for this functionality can be observed by the peak at 1640 cm\(^{-1}\). The other major peak observed at 583 cm\(^{-1}\) is in the typical range observed for the Fe-O stretch in magnetite derived nanoparticles.[41, 44] The strong resonance at 1130 cm\(^{-1}\) can be ascribed to C-O stretching, possibly arising from surface functionalization with carbon dioxide. The strong bands at 888 cm\(^{-1}\) can be ascribed to Fe-OH,[45] and the one at 795 cm\(^{-1}\) to Fe-O-O-H.[46] These peaks were not as sharp as those in our previous study.[21] To further describe this spectrum, and to better differentiate the usefulness of our various computational cluster models, we also generated IR spectra from the predicted frequencies arising from these structures. As the computational clusters are small, and were primarily focused on examining the magnetic profile, and aimed at providing a useful model of Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) in truncated form for other researchers in the field, we capped the iron with oxygens (Fe-OH or Fe-O\(^-\)). Thus, the calculated FTIR of these generated truncates was only a useful model for discussing the frequencies of the core Fe-O vibrations but not for the other peaks observed in the experimental spectrum. The IR spectra of magnetite generally contains a signal of medium intensity at 440 cm\(^{-1}\) arising from the octahedral Fe-O vibration, and an intense broad band at 590 cm\(^{-1}\) associated with vibrations of Fe-O tetrahedral sites.[40] Figure 3B shows our previously reported calculated IR spectrum arising from the Fe\(_5\) at \(M=1\) structure. The Fe-O maximum is at 560 cm\(^{-1}\). However, when we correct for the \(M=17\) spin system, the vibration shifts to 581 cm\(^{-1}\) (Fig 3C). The Fe\(_7\) and Fe\(_9\) systems behave similarly, and the Fe\(_7\), \(M=5\) spectrum is provided as Figure 3D. This slightly larger system modifies the predicted vibration to 583 cm\(^{-1}\) which absolutely matches the experimental result; there is an additional stretch maximum at 644 cm\(^{-1}\), which is consistent with the shoulder observed in Figure 3A. This larger
cluster appears to provide a slightly more accurate estimation of the vibrational frequencies than the smaller Fe5 cluster. This is to be expected as the complex structure of magnetite is better approximated by the system containing more iron atoms, and consequently this model, Fe7 may prove useful as an improved minimum computational model for studying magnetite, specifically pave the path for justification of the spectroscopic behaviour of both pure and contaminated nanomagnetite.

Materials were further characterized through vibrational magnetotography which showed that the magnetic saturation is considerably lower than that observed in bulk Fe3O4 (≈92 emu/g),[47, 48] as is expected for a nanoformulation. The smaller particle also has the smaller saturation as expected. Magnetic remanence follows the same pattern, but the size of these nanoparticles ensures that they maintain ferromagnetic properties rather than lose remanence all together. Coercivity reads either 0 or 100 for these materials, which is in complete agreement with the expected values for randomly oriented, non-interacting magnetite particles.[20]

The saturation magnetization, \( M_s \), of the nanoparticles is dependent on the pH of the synthesis mixture (Figure 4a).
Figure 4. Vibrational magnetography. a) Magnetograph obtained of two of the samples (a, prepared at pH=13, and c, prepared at pH=10); b) Expansion of a to highlight the hysteretic loop in the sigmoidal curve; c) Table of the magnetic parameters.

In our previous work we showed that the 19 nm diameter particle behaved nearly identically to a 23 nm particle (both were prepared at pH=13);[21] however, this 23 nm particle shows much greater amplitude in the sigmoidal curve. This difference might be due to changes in the crystallinity of the magnetite that results from the different pHs. The presence of a hysteretic loop (Figure 4b) in the rapidly changing region is characteristic of ferromagnetic materials larger than 10 nm.[20, 49] The origin of this hysteretic effect has been variously ascribed to the pinning of magnetic domain walls to grain boundaries, to impurities within the lattice or due to the intrinsic magnetic anisotropy of the crystal lattice.[20, 43, 49] The magnetic parameters are provided in Figure 4c.

Our computational models provide the total spin magnetic moment for the computed clusters that differs from that of bulk magnetite (4 μB/formula unit). We obtained values of between 14.97 and 18.97 μB/formula unit) for our DFT analyzed Fe4 and Fe5 clusters (the PM6 optimized Fe7 and Fe9 clusters provided much smaller magnetrons comparable to bulk magnetite as they are not capped with hydrogen functionalities, of 4.9 μB/formula unit). The Fe4/5 values are consistent with that which has been observed for ferromagnetite thin films where magnetic moments of 13.6 and 17.4 μB per formula unit have been observed.[50] The magnetic properties of our optimized iron oxide clusters were calculated from the full magnetic spin moment $S(S + 1)^{1/2}$ in Bohr magnetons μB.

FESEM imaging was also carried out on the sample (Figure 5).[21] The XRD analysis estimated a diameter of 19 nm, which is consistent with the apparent size of the
nanoparticle features in these images. The deposition of distinct nanoparticles is consistent with the observed lack of solution nanoaggregation, as we would expect to see a degree of Oswald ripening in that case.

![Figure 5. FESEM image of the nanoparticles deposited on a silicon wafer. Note the relative uniformity of the nanoparticles on the surface.](image)

Consequently, by modifying the pH, we are able to generate materials with diameters between 19 and 23 nm. In our previous study, by modifying the distance between electrodes, we were able to generate materials with diameters between 19 (6 cm) and 33 (2 cm) nm. By combining these two parameters we should be able to increase the range of easily accessible nanoparticles using this approach. The smallest particles we formed, at 19 nm, are approaching the 10 nm cut-off for the loss of paramagnetism, which we wish to avoid. However, these particles have very promising subtle magnetic characteristics that could make them very useful for applications in imaging and biomedicine. With these molecules in hand, we wished to further evaluate their biomedical compatibility.

3.3 Biological evaluation:
We previously demonstrated that the materials were relatively non-toxic to mammalian cells through a standard MTT assay, at even reasonably high concentrations (up to 200 µg/mL).[21] Herein, we wish to report further studies that have better characterized their biological behaviour. As noted in the XRD data, these magnetite nanoparticles appear to be contaminated with hydroperoxide moieties. This makes them promising potential oxidizing agents, and they could possibly act novel antibacterial tools to complement existing therapies. For the following studies we used the 19 nm nanoparticles created at pH=13 exclusively. As they had been thoroughly washed and dried prior to storage, the pH of all solutions described below were done either in buffer or distilled water (pH=7).

Ampicillin and chloramphenicol were used as positive controls; both are potent, but older, front-line drugs with broad-spectrum activity.[51] The study was carried out as described in the experimental section above. The mean inhibitory concentrations of the different therapies were determined using serial dilutions of a stock of sonicated nanoparticles to provide the data summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Minimum inhibitory concentration of the 19 nm nanomagnetite and two positive controls. Error represents the standard error of the mean.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bacterial Species</th>
<th>Minimum inhibitory concentration of the antibacterial agent (µg/mL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nanomagnetite (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>E. coli</em></td>
<td>2.79±0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>S. aureus</em></td>
<td>2.02±0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The nanomagnetite shows potent antibacterial activity with an MIC of about 2.5 µg/mL against both gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria indicating that it is a broad-spectrum antibiotic. This makes it only about three times weaker an antibiotic than ampicillin, or six times weaker than chloramphenicol. The obviously different mechanism of action, however, makes it a potential co-therapy for antibiotic resistant strains, and further studies are required to determine the scope and potential of this material. This level of potency certainly deserves further study to determine the rationale for this difference in activity compared to that often observed for coated magnetite nanoparticles. It is notable that this antibacterial MIC is about 100-fold lower than the minimum mammalian cytotoxic dose we calculated from our MTT assay, suggesting that a large therapeutic window exists for this material.

Promising as this data is, the toxicity of the materials in our mammalian MTT assay was still non-negligible. The exact mechanism of cellular damage is of significant interest. One possibility is that the hydroperoxide groups are interfering with the antioxidant protection systems in cells. An important enzyme in this pathway is catalase, the enzyme responsible for the rapid decomposition of hydroperoxide to water and oxygen. If catalase activity is inhibited, one of the readily detectable effects is an increase in lipid peroxidation, which leads to damage to the cell membrane and subsequent cell-death.[52]

To examine this possible mechanism of action, serum catalase activity and lipid peroxidation levels were measured using a Wistar rat model. Forty rats were divided into four groups (n=10). The control group was given an oral gavage of 1 mL of distilled water in two portions every day for 14 days. The second group received the same treatment, except the solution contained 10 ppm of the 19 nm nanoparticles (10 µg/mL). The third group received 100 ppm/day, and the fourth group 1000 ppm/day. After 14 days, the rats were sacrificed and serum samples were analysed. The wide range of concentrations was
chosen based on spanning the range from the antibiotic-active concentration through the concentrations observed to be toxic by the MTT assay.

At the 10 μg/mL dose, there is no effect on the catalase activity. However, as the concentration increases, catalase activity declines. Although statistically significant, the clinical relevance of these changes remains uncertain as at 100 μg/mL, lipid peroxidation is still statistically identical to the control population (Figure 6), although catalase activity has dropped by over 25%. At the highest dose, catalase activity has fallen off by over 40%, and the levels of lipid peroxidation have increased two-fold. The actual hepatic and serum concentration levels of the nanoparticles requires further study to determine the lifetime of the materials in the liver before clearance, and their precise dispersal in the body.

Figure 6. Results of the in vivo assays. In all cases the x-axis represents rats treated with different doses of nanoparticles; error represents the standard deviation (n=10); an asterisk (*) denotes a statistically significant difference (p<0.05) from the negative, untreated, control. a) Catalase activity in the rats treated with different daily doses of the nanoparticles; b) Lipid peroxidation levels, as estimated by end-product malondialdehyde (MDA) levels, in the rats treated with different daily doses of the nanoparticles; c) AST serum liver enzyme levels in rats treated with different daily doses of the nanoparticles; d) ALT serum liver
enzyme levels in rats treated with different daily doses of the nanoparticles; e) Serum creatinine levels in rats treated with different daily doses of the nanoparticles; f) Serum BUN levels in rats treated with different daily doses of the nanoparticles.

As an initial investigation of these effects we looked at several diagnostic enzymatic and biometric markers of both liver and kidney function. Alanine and aspartate aminotransferases (ALT and AST respectively) are produced in liver cells, and if these cells are damaged, can escape into the serum. Consequently, they are the well-established, “classic” tools to measure acute liver damage, although absolute values should not be used to indicate loss of function.[53] Similarly, serum creatinine[54] and total blood urea nitrogen (BUN).[55] are well established markers for similar damage to kidney cells. Although there are serious complications in using these markers in human clinical populations as a snapshot view of organ function due to genetic and diet variability, these remain excellent tools for investigating organ damage in animal models where genetic variability is limited and the diet and living conditions are rigorously controlled.

The liver studies are provided in Figure 10. As with the catalase activity measured above, the 10 μg/mL dosage does not have a statistically significant effect on the levels of either ALT or AST. However, although like for the catalase activity, we note a significant increase for the rats provided with a 100 μg/mL daily dose, the levels do not appear to worsen at 1000 μg/mL.

Renal health, as approximated by SRT and BUN levels (Figure 6), appears to be less sensitive to the nanoparticles than that of the liver. There is no clear statistically relevant increase in either creatinine or BUN levels until the highest dose of nanoparticles is administered. This is consistent with literature reports that suggest nanomagnetite clearance is mostly through the liver and spleen.[56]
A complicating fact not accounted for in this study is the expected protein agglomeration to the surface of unfunctionalized nanoparticles;[57, 58] this would be expected to limit their surface effects in biological systems. However, this effect did not appear to inhibit their bacterial inhibition activity. The fate of the particles in biological systems is currently under further investigation in our laboratories. The observation that toxicity was observed at the same concentration to mammalian cells in both the in vitro and in vivo assays suggests that the effect of protein agglomeration may prove minimal under the conditions of the study. However, further studies are required to better delineate the risk/benefit profile of these materials for biological applications to supplement these preliminary findings.

4. Conclusions:
Magnetite (Fe₃O₄) nanoparticles were prepared using a green, surfactant-free electrochemical methodology. Increased pH was found to slow the reaction leading to smaller nanoparticles (19 nm at pH=13 vs 23 nm at pH=10). These materials were characterized using XRD, FT-IR, and vibrational magnetometry. Computational calculations were also carried out to study the structural, magnetic and spectroscopic properties of our magnetite cluster models, containing up to 9 iron atoms. Models with a larger number of iron atoms are better able to predict the vibrational frequencies that were observed experimentally. These systems might prove to be useful minimum clusters for further computational investigations into magnetite and form the basis of even larger clusters approximating the size of small nanoparticles, to better model experimental behaviour. The unusual hydroperoxide surface functionalization appears to provide a reactive material. The small size of these particles imparts unusual magnetic properties, as magnetic remanence and saturation decrease significantly with only a 4 nm difference
in diameter. This may be related to the level of crystallinity of the materials as a similar change in magnetic properties was not observed for a similar change in diameter in our previous study. These materials were then biologically evaluated and determined to be potent antibacterial agents with a MIC similar to the antibiotics ampicillin and chloramphenicol, and this concentration is approximately 100-fold more dilute than the MTT-determined cytotoxic concentration. The mechanism of cytotoxicity was hypothesized to be via oxidative damage, as the highly oxidized iron species are known to lead to lipid peroxidation an eventually cell death.[59, 60] Treatment of a rat model with differing concentrations of the nanoparticles demonstrated that 100 µg/mL/day was sufficient to statistically impact the levels of catalase in the serum, and a dose of 1000µg/mL/day was sufficient to increase the levels of lipid peroxidation. We also noted that hepatic damage accelerates around 100 µg/mL, while the kidney appears to be an order of magnitude less sensitive, possibly indicating the dominant route of clearance is through the liver. These toxic thresholds are similar to those observed in our previous MTT assay using mammalian cells. These off-target effects, and any bioaccumulation, will need to be better studied to determine the possibility of using these readily prepared nanoparticles for antibiotic or other biomedical applications.
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